From: Dean Taffel, President of the Constitution Committee of the United States

A WARNING THAT CANNOT BE IGNORED

Tom DeWeese is the President of the American Policy Center, which describes itself as follows: “a privately funded, nonprofit, 501 c (4), tax-exempt grassroots action and education foundation dedicated to the promotion of free enterprise and limited government regulations over commerce and individuals.” (for the complete statement of purpose go to http://americanpolicy.org/about/main.htm)

Mr. DeWeese has been educating and mobilizing the American public for many years on crucial matters effecting their freedom. Principal areas of focus have been “issues of environmental policy and its effect on private property rights; national federal computer data banks and their effect on individual privacy rights; the United Nations and its effect on American national sovereignty; and federal education policy and its effect on local schools and parental rights.”

This very economically oriented organization has nevertheless issued a quintuple red alert about the monumental (and terminal) danger that the rapidly forming “North American Union” is to our national sovereignty, our constitutionally based republican form of government and our entire way of life.

It is very hard to get people and organizations to pay attention to the most serious threats to our freedom because they are stunned by their lack of previous awareness of the danger. The strong tendency is to go into extreme denial. However, that would be a fatal mistake in this case. You must fully investigate the assertions made by Mr. DeWeese, relying only on actual facts and ignoring the arrogant summary denials and statements of misdirection that you may encounter. The facts, which are extremely abundant and from MANY sources, speak for themselves. For instance, I would strongly suggest that you thoroughly scrutinize the website of the “NORTH AMERICAN FORUM ON INTEGRATION” (http://fina-nafi.org/eng/fina/presentation.asp?count=eng),

which contains some of the strongest advocacy for the creation of a new “country” combining Canada, Mexico and the United States:
Plans Moving Forward to Create a North American Union  
August 29, 2006

Action Alert! Action Alert!  
Urgent! Urgent! Urgent! Urgent! Urgent!

I know you have fought hard to preserve and protect the freedoms of our beloved nation, the United States.

But I must tell you now that if you and I don’t take immediate, strong action, no other issues will ever matter again because there will not be a United States of America to defend.

Those are not idle words.

I’m sorry to tell you that the Administration of President George W. Bush is moving rapidly, and in secret, to create a North American Union with Mexico and Canada.

The facts cannot be denied.

On March 23, 2005, President Bush, Vicente Fox, President of Mexico and (then) Canadian Prime Minster Paul Martin agreed to create the “Security and Prosperity Partnership (SPP).”

Since then, over 20 “working groups” have been established to implement a blueprint for a North American Union. That blueprint was written by the Council on Foreign Relations.

And the working groups, operating out of the Department of Commerce - on your tax dollars, have been following that blueprint almost to the letter.

They are creating a European Union in America. You and I must move immediately to stop them - or lose our nation forever.

First, I have prepared a special report to provide you with all of the facts (http://www.americanpolicy.org/sledgehammer/main.htm). Please read it - and then pass it on to all of your friends and family and contacts....

There is no time to lose.

If we don’t stop the North American Union, all will be lost. Issues like property rights, privacy rights, illegal immigration, voluntary prayer will all be lost at one time.
It’s urgent that you and I sound the alarm and expose it.
You and I must stop the North American Union - or it will be the end of the dreams of Washington, Jefferson and the great men who founded this nation. And it’s the end of your dreams of living in freedom. It is the end of the United States....

[ed: Emphasis added. For the entire report and links to other sources go to:

(http://www.americanpolicy.org/sledgehammer/main.htm)

The goal of the Constitution Committee is to teach the Declaration of Independence, The Constitution for the United States and the Bill of Rights to every man, woman and child.

Dean Taffel may contacted on matters pertaining to our mission at cfceig-course1@yahoo.com]